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Abstract: Security Sector Reform (SSR) is a comprehensive approach which concentrates on 

human security and local ownership. It requires the stakeholders to use an integrated approach 

when assisting in transition processes. This article looks at the challenges multinationals and 

SME’s face when participating in processes which can be characterized as SSR. The article 

ends with recommendations to be taken into account when negotiating or mediating in an SSR 

environment between private and public organizations. 
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Track 4: Trade Relations, “Business Diplomacy” and Conflict Resolution. 

Aspects to consider in the Negotiation between Governments and 
Multinationals in Conflict Environments.  

Looking at the contributions Multinationals and SME’s can make to Security Sector 

Reform 

 

Diplomacy is no longer a monopoly of Nation-States.  Multinationals and SME’s play their 

own role in their relations with international organizations, grass root organizations and state 

representatives. If a Multinational or SME is negotiating in a conflict environment, 

particularly in a post war economy where international aid is involved, it should be considered 

as related to or even part of  Security Sector Reform (SSR) and as such needs to be aware of 

what this entails. One of the key characteristics of SSR, and the most efficient criteria for 

multinationals and SMEs, is that of local ownership. This approach of attuning supply to 

demand through local ownership is gaining momentum in international organizations and is 

the expertise of companies. As the UN has formulated: an unreformed security sector 

represents an obstacle to sustainable development, democracy and peace.

Introduction: 

2 This is regarded as 

part of conflict transformation.3

Attention for Security Sector Reform is growing, since there is a broader base which sees 

accountability, transparency, the rule of law and participation of the recipient government and 

grass root organizations in development as basic for state building and state transformation. 

The formulation of programs by donors has traditionally been more or less top down, 

sometimes ignoring the needs as formulated bottom up. 

  

                                                           
2 http://monuc.unmissions.org/Default.aspx?tabid=1686, p. 1, accessed 14 April 2010. 

3 N. Ball, Dilemma’s in Security Sector Reform, Berghof Research Center for Constructive Conflict 
Management, 2004, p. 2. 

http://monuc.unmissions.org/Default.aspx?tabid=1686�
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The central question in this article, taking into account the overlapping relationship between 

political and trade negotiation, is how negotiation and mediation between different parties can 

contribute to peace, thereby facilitating trade and benefiting local populations. Does it include 

the roles of Nation States as donors of security and aid, and the evolving role of corporations?  

Conflict Environments 

The main requirements for international trade are buyers, security and accountability. Buyers 

are worth more if they live in security and freedom. Security is needed to develop and realize 

growth; freedom to negotiate and trade without un-transparent limits and liabilities.4

 

 

International trade prospers from an accountable government in the country of trade: it 

secures the objective enforcement of contracts, provision of public goods like infrastructure 

and the possibility to calculate acceptable risk, both for the seller and the local buyer. 

The major conflicts in the world today are civil wars, not political wars between nations. As 

Paul Collier puts it: “Future civil wars will take the form of a government pitted against a 

private extralegal military grouping. They will variously be called rebels, terrorists, freedom 

fighters, or gangsters, but their essential characteristic will be the same.”5

These groups are not limited by state borders and they exists only through money and arms 

provided internationally.

  

6

As such these conflict environments are next to useless for trade, other than arms trade, as 

they are unpredictable and with enormous risk. Even worse, if a country is at war investors 

will not invest and citizens will take their money elsewhere. This situation may continue long 

after the war has ended.

 

7

Security is therefore the major prerequisite for any development including trade. 

Accountability is an important step towards realization of security. The reason for nations to 

come into existence in the past was security and including a critical economic scale to afford 

  

                                                           
4 C.A.Crocker, F.O.Hampson, P.Hall, Grasping the Nettle, Analyzing Cases of Intractable Conflict, United 
States Institute of Peace Press, Washington D.C., 2005, p. 14.  

5 P. Collier, Wars, Guns and Votes, democracy in dangerous places, Harper Perennial, New York, 2010, p. 121. 

6 P. Collier, A. Hoeffler, D. Rohner, “Beyond Greed and Grievance: Feasibility and Civil War”, Oxford 
Economic Papers (forthcoming). 

7 P. Collier, Wars, Guns and Votes,   p. 92. 
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this expensive public good. The richer people wanted to secure their belongings and their land 

and where willing to pay for it in the form of tax, provided it was not unreasonable. 

Accountability to the people was necessary in order to continue this taxing system. With this 

accountability also came the possibility to borrow money.8 A third option to pay for public 

goods was and is the exploitation of natural resources. If the value of the resources is 

sufficiently high it will provide security, including the means to buy of the opposition. If not 

the resources are ‘a honey pot to fight over’.9

Organizing elections does not make a country safer. Rather below an income of $2700 per 

capita democracy will make it more dangerous.

  

10 Even to a point that democratic politics in 

the countries of the bottom billion tend to attract candidates with criminal records.11 Due to - 

among others - a lack of objective information and/or loyalty on basis of ethnicity the 

outcome of elections may result in coming to power of nationalist parties leading to 

destabilization.12 Taking elections as an exit strategy for international intervention is therefore 

unwise.13

Development and growth leads to more security.

 

14

Rory Stewart gives an example in his book The Prince of the Marshes, and other 

occupational Hazards of a year in Iraq, 

 An exit strategy for international security 

should therefore be related to a more reasonable time for economic development. During this 

time ministries of defense, of foreign policy and development, NGOs and private parties work 

alongside each other. Each has different paradigms and priorities.  

                                                           
8 P. Collier, Wars, Guns and Votes,   p. 169-176. 

9 ’Indeed, just this ambiguity – some resources increasing risks but sufficient abundance reducing them -  is 
predicted by the sophisticated recent theoretical work of Francesco Caselli of the London School of Economics’, 
P. Collier, Wars, Guns and Votes, p 127. 

10 P. Collier, D. Rohner, “Democracy, Development and Conflict”, Journal of the European Economic 
Association 6, nos 2-3 (2008): 531-540.  

11 T. Besley, Principled Agents? The Political Economy of Good Government, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 
2006. 

12 P. Collier, Wars, Guns and Votes, p. 58. 

13 P. Collier, Wars, Guns and Votes, p. 89. 

14 P. Collier, Wars, Guns and Votes, p. 121. 
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The General: “Our job is fighting wars. Now it’s the civilians’ turn – so 

anything I can give you, anything in the way of support, that will get you up to 

speed and help us extract, have it. Just ask.”15

Security Sector Reform 

 

Mediation and negotiation can play an important role in the facilitation of negotiation around 

joint efforts to secure and develop the fragile state, including the different national and 

international stakeholders. 

This international intervention is defined under the title of Security Sector Reform (SSR). If a 

Multinational or SME is negotiating in a conflict environment, particularly in a post war 

economy where international support is involved, it should be considered as related to or even 

part of  Security Sector Reform (SSR). As such the multinational or SME needs to be aware 

of what this entails.   

We will now define SSR and look at important recent approaches to SSR, and highlight the 

SSR criteria for multinationals: human security and local ownership. Secondly, we will 

elaborate on the main requirements for trade, being security, accountability and local 

development.  We will give examples of successful and less successful trade relations in post-

conflict areas, and point out the importance of the human factor, and the focus on what is 

needed locally. By working together on a personal level, in communities and close to home, a 

bond is created between local owners and providers.     

Definition of SSR: 

There are many definitions of SSR, some broader than others. The OECD DAC Guidelines on 

Security System Reform and Governance agreed by ministers in 2004 define the security 

system as including: core security actors (e.g. armed forces, police, gendarmerie, border 

guards, customs and immigration, and intelligence and security services); security 

management and oversight bodies (e.g. ministries of defense and internal affairs, financial 

management bodies and public complaints commissions); justice and law enforcement 

institutions (e.g. the judiciary, prisons, prosecution services, traditional justice systems); and 

                                                           
15 R. Stewart, The Prince of the Marshes and other occupational hazards of a year in Iraq, Orlando, Harcourt 
Books, 2006, p. 41. 
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non-statutory security forces (e.g. private security companies, guerrilla armies and private 

militia).16

 

 

Nicole Ball, an important academic in the SSR field, defines Security Sector Reform as: 

“Security sector reform consists of a broad range of activities involving a wide variety of local 

stakeholders and external partners. The unifying factor is the focus on democratic 

governance.”17

The UN defines Security Sector Reform as: “Security sector is a broad term often used to 

describe the structures, institutions and personnel responsible for the management, provision 

and oversight of security in a country. These can include defense, law enforcement 

institutions, corrections, intelligence services, border management, customs, elements of the 

judicial sector, management and oversight bodies, civil society groups and other non-state 

actors, among other elements”.

 

18

These definitions show that Security Sector Reform (SSR) is meant to offer an integrated 

approach to assist fragile states and states in transition to strengthen institutions, and provide 

security for the population including a civil accountability structure. SSR offers the possibility 

to develop secure, effective and democratic security structures.  

 

 

We suggest an even broader definition of SSR, also including the development of social 

capital, as democratic governance is based on political support and a bottom up approach.19

                                                           
16 

  

We will use this broad definition and concentrate on human security, and the role that 

multinationals and SMEs play when interacting with government structures and local 

stakeholders to provide security. This can be done directly through PMC’s which have a 

public private law relationship and indirectly through having a positive impact on economic 

development of local stakeholders.  

http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/43/25/38406485.pdf, p. 5, accessed 14 April 2010. 

17 N. Ball, Dilemma’s in Security Sector Reform, Berghof Research Center for Constructive Conflict 
Management, 2004, p. 2. 

18 MONUC, http://monuc.unmissions.org/Default.aspx?tabid=1686, accessed 14 April 2010. 

19 C.A. Crocker, F. Osler Hampson, P. Aall, Grasping the Nettle, Analyzing cases of Intractable Conflict, 
Washington D.C., United States Institute of Peace Press, 2005, p. 137. 

http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/43/25/38406485.pdf�
http://monuc.unmissions.org/Default.aspx?tabid=1686�
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The input of Multinationals and SME’s in SSR has not yet been studied extensively, but it is 

an issue of interest to all stakeholders as opportunities for better success in rebuilding of 

societies is expected to come from the input of these companies. It is a business perspective 

that leads to contribution by multinationals and SME's: a profit or cut in costs.  

Following is an example of a creative and successful SME contribution to an African SME in 

a rural developing environment: 

As a leadership development project a team of Dutch computer programming 

specialists went to work and live for a week on site at a computer data company in a 

small village. The objective was for the latter to be trained in building a well 

functioning computer network. For the first it was to create hands on experience in out 

of the box thinking in challenging situations. 

 

Two major aspects for multinationals to consider in a negotiation environment involving SSR 

are human security and local ownership. 

 

SSR and Human Security 

The end of the Cold War has been the start of a new approach away from the traditional 

concept of security. Debates and have shifted away from military and state security towards 

human security. Even though the public may perceive the task of military in conflict zones to 

be the securitization of human life, this is not to be taken for granted, and not the only activity 

the military is involved in. In the past protection of humans could mean creating and 

safeguarding corridors for humanitarian aid. This later changed into creating safe havens. But 

with the adoption by the UN of the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) in 2005 it has become 

clear that governments have to take their responsibility and protect the population when they 

are in need or in serious danger. 20 Only when the government is clearly unwilling and/or 

incapable to provide necessary support, will the international community interfere in the 

internal affairs of the state. 21

The concept of Human Security is relatively new and was introduced by the United Nations 

(UN) as a call for a broader view of security. Yet, the UN makes use of different definitions 

  

                                                           
20 Responsibility to Protect, Advice to Secretary General Kofi Anan, UN, 2005, www.iciss.ca/report-
en.asp,accessed 23 April 2010 

21  Bellamy, A.J. and Williams, P.D., Understanding Peacekeeping, second edition, Polity Press, Cambridge, 
2010, p. 337-358 

http://www.iciss.ca/report-en.asp�
http://www.iciss.ca/report-en.asp�
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of human security. The best applicable of these and most relevant given the involvement of 

the organization is the definition used by the United Nations Development Programme: 

“Human security can be said to have two main aspects. It means, first, safety from such 

chronic threats as hunger, disease and repression. And second, it means protection from 

sudden and hurtful disruptions in the patterns of daily life – whether in homes, in jobs or in 

communities. Such threats can exist at all levels of national income and development.”22Other 

approaches are the protection of human rights i.e. an environment that permits individuals to 

claim their human rights (ICRC), the  protection of the basic needs for human survival 

(humanitarian) and preventing and limiting physical attacks (military protection).23

Human security is viewed as a bridging concept while it brings security and development 

together.

 

24

SSR and Local Ownership 

 

The level of partner buy-in will determine the entry-points, breadth, depth and pace of 

reforms. Without the interest and commitment of state and civil society actors, SSR will 

unlikely be successful in the long term.25

SSR is both top down and bottom up, and requires close cooperation between international 

donors and recipients. The bottom up approach in development after conflict has been 

promoted and accepted for years by social scientists. Notwithstanding this acknowledgment, 

policy makers often still think and work from a top down perspective. This can be compared 

to the push policy from sales which has years ago been abandoned. Without local ownership, 

development aid can easily be inadequate, because it is not needed, or inappropriate. It is 

essential for donor and local to work together, and locally enable, assist and train according to 

needs and available resources. By putting emphasis on local ownership, the recipient has to 

take responsibility, thus promoting his role of demanding party, avoiding that the donor is 

regarded by the recipient of the development aid as neo-colonialist.  

  

                                                           
22United Nations Development Program (UNDP). Human Development Report 1994. New York: Oxford, 
University Press, 23. http://www.undp.org/hdro/1994/94.htm .  

23 Bellamy, A.J. and Williams P.D., Understanding Peacekeeping, Polity Press, Cambridge, second edition, 
2010, p. 345-347. 

24 Kaldor, M. Human Security: Reflections on Human Security and Intervention. Polity Press, 2007, p.184. 

25 Introduction to SSR by OECD DAC 2005. 

http://www.undp.org/hdro/1994/94.htm�
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Important in this process is to avoid that aid or investments are not accounted for. This 

accountability is equally needed for the taxpayers in the donor country.26

Towards a Cooperative Approach 

  

The emphasis on local ownership also shows the importance of cooperation between 

governmental agencies, international organizations, grass root organizations and business. 

This need for cooperation is most clearly visible in the services private military companies 

(PMCs) deliver to governments and multinationals, as we will see below. These are profit 

oriented activities. Most activities of PMCs are in the field of logistics and protection of 

persons and facilities. Other activities can entail fighting. 27

Another form of cooperation between business and the post conflict country is the investment 

by bankers and by companies interested in resource revenues, like the reconstruction by 

international companies of the oil industry in Iraq. Multinationals flooded the country after 

the conflict to rebuild certain parts of the economy, in order to explore new possibilities and 

profits. This seems to be a short term perspective without the inclusion of a strong 

responsibility to guarantee the population in the post conflict country a fair share of and 

sovereignty over its natural resources in accordance with international law. 

 

28

An oil company building a school, houses and community buildings in the areas of the 

extraction or exploitation of the natural resources while the security, accountability 

and development for and to the nations’ population are unrecognized and guaranteed. 

 We suggest that 

such a share shall not be based on financial amounts (statements) but rather on interests like 

security, accountability and development of the national population. This cooperative 

inclusive approach from cooperative negotiation and mediation is of utmost importance, 

simply to guarantee fair arrangements for all stakeholders in the long term. The common 

interest, security for all, should be a basis. An example of an approach that is not in 

accordance with this suggested principle of cooperation is the following: 

                                                           
26 P. Collier, Wars, Guns and Votes, p. 215. 

27 P.W.  Singer, 2003, Corporate Warriors, The Rise of the Privatised Military Industry, Cornell University 
Press, Ithaka and London, p. 3-18. 

28  www2.ohchr.org/enlgish/law/resources/htm, accessed 28 April 2010. 
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There is increasing civil-military cooperation, and in Afghanistan the Dutch have engaged 

(retired) business men to pass their knowledge of business processes on to the local 

population.  

Common Interests 

An example of the different perspectives and paradigms between local and foreign companies 

that may account for nonworking relationships is the following: 

 A European multinational built a large cooling facility for the processing and keeping 

of meat in a rural African area, a multimillion dollar project. It was a site without 

infrastructure like a road or marketplace. When the facility was finished it was not 

maintained due to lack of money and knowledge to update software etc. Within a year 

the facility was taken apart piece by piece and the parts, aluminum, rubber etc. were 

used for more practical purposes like doors in buildings, car parts etc.  

Possible factors for this loss of investment are the top down approach. The interests of the 

donor are to provide financial, psychological aid, while accounting for the budget spent. This 

requires a modern perception of society i.e. specialization, availability of resources and public 

goods, high education and low stress related return in development.29

Level Playing Field: From Power to Trust 

 Mediators are trained to 

bring the interests of all stakeholders together and search for a common interest. Their 

involvement in the negotiations could be profitable for both supply and demand. 

Negotiations between the local population and multinationals are not a level playing field. 

The financial power, power of information and negotiation skills on the side of the 

multinational and the undemocratic and not transparent ownership and government structure 

on the other side make negotiation a step by step challenge. Working together at a local level 

on security, accountability and development may eventually lead to trust in a broader sense. 

This is a phased process, with a commitment which may take generations. Mediators can play 

an important role in this process, as can negotiators. They are able to combine different 

statements and needs of the seller and buyer, based on the mutual need for long term 

development and security for the local population as well as for the multinational. It becomes 

more and more clear that a comprehensive approach is needed. To provide security means in 

the first place physical security, followed by security in the form of the availability of goods 

                                                           
29 “War is development in reverse”, in: P. Collier, Wars, Guns and Votes, p. 94. 
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and a functioning economy. In this respect a good negotiation climate between donor and 

recipient, between government, international organization and SME is necessary. 

Timing 

Holding elections is often one of the first political actions taken, in order to legitimize the 

political process, and may be organized a few months to a year after a conflict has been 

pacified, but rebuilding an economy may take ten or more years.30  The security situation may 

need an outside intervention through a peace support operation.31 With this security the 

rebuilding of economy and democratic institutions go hand in hand.32

Tailored to Needs 

  

In a conflict ridden society the main needed item is schooling and skills. Parents may have 

been used to teach their children how to build homes, roads crops etc, but in war time there is 

no way to build, let alone room to teach how to.33 These skills can be brought into the state, 

tailored to the request of the local population and may include how to build, maintain, harvest 

and handle simple machinery.  Each item in the supply chain needs to be tailored and 

checked. A practical mediator is needed in this process. Some countries in the ‘bottom billion’ 

hold a large constituency of jobless young men. Research shows this increases the risk of 

violence.34 They should be given jobs with education on the job. Rebuilding a society starts 

with laying the bricks literally.35

 

  

 

PMCs and SSR 

Already in the first stages of SSR some Ministries of Defense, donor and recipient, outsource 

certain tasks that are formally typically their responsibility. Blackwater and Halliburton are 

                                                           
30 P. Collier, C. Adam, V. Davies, “Post-conflict Monetary Reconstruction”, World Bank Economic Review 22 
(2008): 87-112; P. Collier, War, Guns and Votes, p.88. 

31 P. Collier, Wars, Guns and Votes p. 89. 

32 P. Collier, Wars, Guns and Votes, p. 100. 

33 P. Collier, Wars, Guns and Votes, p. 94-95. 

34 P. Collier, Wars, Guns and Votes , p.130. 

35 P. Collier, Wars, Guns and Votes, p. 95. 
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known PMCs hired for the outsourcing of security.36

 

 With this private to public trade come 

different aspects from regular trade between private parties. Issues to be taken into account 

concern the transparency of  contracts , division of responsibilities, and guarantee of the good 

reputation and moral values of the personal hired, all of which need to be negotiated in the 

contract.  First a further conceptualization of SSR issues that are of importance to the 

insourcing companies has to be discussed. We limit this for the purpose of this paper to our 

two major aspects: ‘human security’, including the security of the corporate personnel, and 

‘local ownership’. 

PMC’s and Human Security 

Human security means physical security, and security of properties (house, land). It includes 

also economic security, which is created by the development of local and regional 

entrepreneurship and the fighting of corruption. Where it concerns physical security, private 

military companies can offer security, where it concerns economic security, international 

entrepreneurs can assist in the reconstruction of local and regional economic infrastructures.  

 

PMC’s and Local Ownership 

In peace support operations with a peace building mandate, international corporations can 

assist in the reconstruction of the state. They work locally and regionally, and give practical 

advice. Therefore, they see what is needed and provide adequate help. By working with 

corporations, the donor state is surer that the help given is the help needed, and that the 

corporations hired benefit from this cooperation as well. 

   

Nature of the Contracts and Points of Attention in Negotiations 

In order to become a civil servant in the Netherlands, a declaration, indicating that the person 

is of high morals, has to be issued by the municipality. The intent is that civil servants shall 

not have a criminal record, by which they might bring their employer into trouble.  

One would therefore assume that companies which are hired to perform activities which the 

government outsources will also be checked on reliability. Another assumption is that the 

firms will be checked on transparency and accountability. When private contractors are sent 

to a conflict area or post conflict area, they should not pass classified information to other 
                                                           
36 See P.W. Singer, 2003, Corporate Warriors, The Rise of the Privatised Military Industry, Cornell University 
Press, Ithaka and London. 
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groups. And when they will take up arms they should have a similar training as the military 

they are joining, and have similar knowledge of humanitarian law and the laws of war.  

A contract should include these elements, and make clear how situations where private 

contractors break the law of the state they are serving in will be dealt with. This is important 

since the aim is to bring security to the area where the PMC is active. In practice however, we 

have seen situations where there were no adequate contracts between the government and the 

Private Military Company, and there was no screening in advance of either the company or its 

contractors.37

Though the US signs contracts with PMCs which give some guarantees, the experiences with 

Blackwater and Halliburton, American PMCs, in Iraq has resulted in serious questions with 

regard to accountability.

  

38 It turned out that the PMCs had gotten a waiver of prosecution for 

violations of the law committed in Iraq, which results in impunity for perpetrators of human 

rights violations. Though the training in fighting and the training in humanitarian law seems 

to be in order, there was no screening of the contractors` background on such things as human 

rights violations and psychological and physical abuse by the hired contractors in the past.39

These problems can easily be remedied by the creation of a benchmark, which concentrates 

on the reputation of the company and the contractor, and looks more specifically at the morale 

of the personnel, and the accountability and transparency of the organization. It would be 

good if conflicts concerning technical matters could be solved in a mediation involving the 

local stakeholders, the company, the contractor and the hiring state. In order to guarantee 

transparency in the relations between companies and governments, and between companies 

and international organizations, it is necessary that the relations between the parties are 

accounted for. Legal documents between a company and a state organ or international 

intergovernmental organization should include specified rules on the relevant procedures if a 

conflict arises, or a breach of national, international or humanitarian law occurs. This can 

 

Given the amount of incidents, and the (virtual) impunity that followed, the actions of the 

PMCs may not have been cheaper, and have damaged the reputation of the US in the world.  

                                                           
37 P.W. Singer, 2003, Corporate Warriors, The Rise of the Privatised Military Industry.  

38 P.W. Singer gives in his book Corporate Warriors, The Rise of the Privatised Military Industry a model 
contract between Papua New Guinea and Sandline, p. 245-252. 

39D. Rasor, R. Bauman, Betraying Our Troops. The Destructive Results of Privatizing War, Palgrave, 2007. 
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include mediation, arbitration, and in the last instance, some cases can be brought before the 

International Criminal Court or the International Court of Justice 

 

Recommendations for possible contributions in the field of negotiation: 

Corporations may:   

• in general provide knowledge and support where needed, enable, assist or train where 

needed. This can be in the form of legal and financial aid, but also by providing 

objective media and publishing   

• more specific provide skills and schooling for growing, harvesting, plumbing, 

building; 

• provide negotiation skills,  and empowerment  in the negotiation, what is it that is 

needed, where do you get the right information ; 

•  provide skills to find information and develop a helicopter view: this gives local 

owners an equal ground to negotiate; 

• provide examples for government organizations to develop a pragmatic client oriented 

approach while being accountable; 

• develop and use benchmarks for PMC’s. 

A cooperative negotiation approach based on common interests that include security for all 

humans should be a basis for trade in (post) conflict areas. Locals may need empowerment, 

information (BATNA) and skills to have equal opportunities in the negotiation. 
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